I. INTRODUCTION: NAM JUNE PAIK, A POSTCOLONIAL COMPOSER
Often called the "founding father of video art," Nam June Paik (1932 Paik ( -2006 ) is often said to have heralded and prefigured the ascendance of contemporary new media culture. The pioneering role he played in the inception and evolution of video art and new media is such that Edith Decker-Phillips asserts, "For a profile of the development of video art today, we need look no further than to the work of Nam June Paik, as no one has contributed more to it than he" [1] . Nonetheless, many critics have regarded Paik's work as a prototypical articulation of the postmodern impulse toward a "pure and random play of signifiers," claiming that his video art lacks any depth and cannot properly deal with history. Thus Paik's video narrative has too often been looked upon as asymptom of what Rosalind Krauss characterizes as "the leveling out of the effects of temporality" or an "aesthetics of narcissism" [2] . Noteworthy, however, is that in such sweeping accounts, Paik's sense of history as a postcolonial subject or his conflictual relationship with Western modernism or postmodernism is ignored altogether. One may find this persistent inattention to Paik's postcolonial position baffling and highly problematic, given that history as such, or the question of rewriting history, is placed at the very center of postcolonial discourse and praxis.
As a way of bringing the question of history back into our discussion of Paik's video art in particular and postmodern new media culture more generally, my brief and preliminary intervention seeks to call attention to Paik's relatively unknown career as a postcolonial composer and to suggest some meaningful ways to historicize the ontology and genealogy of his oeuvre. Ultimately, this essaywill argue that if, as many commentators have pointed out, Paik's video art is indeed one of the most representative forms in postmodern multimedia culture, it is not because it is ahistorical, but precisely because the genealogy of his art form itself registers and problematizes the complexly intertwined histories of modernization, colonialism, postcoloniality, and postmodernism that have given rise to the present historical conjuncture. In line with such an argument, it will also be suggested that Paik's video art gives historical expression to the emergence of a new global world system that is coordinated and undergirded by rhizomatic and decentered transnational networks of economic, social, and cultural formations.
II. POSTMODERN VIDEO ART AND ITS GENEALOGY: THREE SITES OF MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY HISTORY

A. "Postmusic": A Critique of Western Classical Music
Although numerous eulogies and paeans have been bestowed on Paik's trailblazing artistic innovation, little attention has been given to his career as a composer. Insofar as our discussion turns on the historicity of Paik's video as a new cultural form, the disregard that many cultural critics have for his commitment to music is peculiar. For music is, first and foremost, a temporal genre; and as the work of Theodor W. Adorno, Edward W. Said, and Max Weber on music aptly illustrates, compositional practice oftentimes reflects the way in which a composer deals with temporal raw material and, by extension, the way in which a particular historical epoch conceives and imagines time and history [3] . That music played a key role in Paik's artistic peregrinations is unmistakable. As he explains in an interview, he "discovered" Schoenberg in 1947, at the age of fourteen, in the newly liberated" Korea. The German composer's twelve-tone technique considerably reshaped and transformed the Korean composer's "spiritual landscape" [4] . Thus when he attended the University of Tokyo after the Second World War as a postcolonial subject, he wrote his graduation thesis in 1956 onSchoenberg's twelve-tone music. During the early phase of Paik's career as a musician in postcolonial Korea and post-imperial Japan, it was his central concern to recast and reconfigure Korean music through Schoenberg's modern techniques. Such an abstract and depersonalized form of Western musical modernism [5] was not completely without strategic advantages, in that it allowed Paik to avoid copying Japan's traditional music and to rationalize and "modernize" Korea's musical conventions [6] .
However, Paik's postcolonial project of revitalizing Korean music through Schoenberg's dodecaphonic music in the cultural landscape of postwar Japan was not entirely successful as it involved embracing Western culture in favor of the former colonizer's culture (in this case, Japanese culture). And yet Paik's "heavy minority complex," as he called it [7] , as well as his admiration for Schoenberg, took a radical turn when Paik moved to Europe and held his first solo exhibition in 1963, entitled "Exposition of Music-Electronic Television." At the time, he reflectedas follows in his essay "New Ontology of Music": "I am tired of renewing the form of music-serial or aleatoric, graphic or five lines, instrumental or bellcanto, screaming or action, tape or live…I must renew the ontological form of music" [8] .
Such an expressive and persistent will to deterritorializethe ontology of Western musical forms led him to conceptualize the notion of "postmusic."
Worthy of special attention here is that his search for "postmusic" incorporates into its new ontological form asignificantnon-musical medium-that is to say, television. In "Afterlude," an essay written after the exhibition, Paik makes clear that his televisions are an integral component of his postmusic [9] . Such a perspective sheds light on the idiosyncratic, if not quixotic, coupling of the two different media at the exhibition, suggestively named "Exposition of Music-Electronic Television." That is to say, the historical significance of Paik's first solo exhibition lies in the very fact that the two art media-music and television-are handled as one and the same medium in order to realize what Paik conceptualizes as "postmusic." Or, better still, it is of prime importance to point out that as music "draws a line of flight" from its conventional terrains and configurations, to use Gilles Deleuze's well-known phrase [10] , one medium is constantly in the process of being translated into the other. In other words, if "postmusical" works such as Paik's famous Klavier Integral turn music into a visual spectacle, TV Room incorporates a visual medium into the realm of "postmusic."
It is this simultaneous mechanism of becoming-visual of the musical and becoming-musical of the visual, by virtue of which Paik's pursuit of a new ontology of "postmusic" ultimately leads to the "invention" a new art form: video art. Music is no longer confined to its customary parameters as he brings televisions into his all-inclusive medium of postmusic. Speaking of Beethoven, Schoenberg, and postwar Western avant-garde composers, Paik describes his postmusic as "a bastard the parents of which we do not know." By means of "bastardizing," or what Homi K. Bhabha terms "mimicry" [11] , Paik seeks to challenge dominant modes of Western music, be it modern or postmodern music, all the while articulating his postcolonial vision of a new art form. It is none other than such a strenuous attempt to overcome Western modernity and postmodernity in music that needs to be taken into account when one unpacks the "historicity" of Paik's video art as an innovative contemporary art form.
B. A Palimpsest of Postmodernity and Postcoloniality
In conjunction with such a radical reconfiguration of Western music, it repays our attention that Paik's first exhibition sought to foreground and reaffirm Korea's history as an independent nation. Particularly remarkable is that he printed the exhibition poster on a Korean newspaper dated May 11th, 4293. 4293 is the year 1960 according to the traditional Korean calendar system, dangi, a system that originated from the mythical foundation of Korea in 2333 BC by King Dangun. As Paik thus ingeniously contextualizesand inscribes his independent artistic endeavors within Korea's long, autonomous history, the postcolonial composer challenges the imposition of a Western-centered historiography and brings to the foreground his proud in his national history. Given that a series of systematic attempts was made during Japan's colonial rule to distort and extirpate ancient Korean history, it is anything but surprising that King Dangun's symbolic meaning becomes the focal point of Paik's postcolonial project. Paik further uses Dangun as a symbolic figure in other works. For instance, in Dangun as a Scythian King, he celebrates one of the most glorious historical periods in Korean history, when the country's geographical territory and national imaginary expanded all the way into Manchuria. Since Manchuria was the center of Korean independence movements under Japanese colonialism, Paik's relinking Korea to the region is all the more significant. In doing so, Paik appropriates postmodern multimedia art as a way to celebrate and rewrite the magnificent historical past of his now impoverished, postcolonial nation.
C. Paik's Satellite Video Art: Historicizing New Media and the Rise of a Global Network of Informatics and Communication
In addition to Paik's deconstruction of Western music and his postcolonial rewriting of Korean history, it is also crucial to our historical and historicizing account of his multimedia work to note that his video art incessantly engages and thematizes a global network of information and communication in the contemporary world. His satellite video art, in particular, concretizes his dream of a global television that could connect the five oceans and six continents by way of new media technology. Wrap Around the World (1988), for instance, is a satellite link-up that connects a number of countries on the globe and features transcultural performances. In such a work, Paik exquisitely historicizes and envisions the full-fledged emergence of a transnational economy that is grounded in and mediated by cybernetics and digital technology. In a letter to John Cage, Paik explained that his satellite art might be regarded as a Wagnerian total work of art [12] . In spite of this allusion to Wagner's Gesamtkunstwerk, it cannot be overstressed that Paik's global art form does not uncritically mimic Wagner's musical modernism. Quite to the contrary; as he explains in his interview with O-ryong Lee, the concept of "wrapping around the world" is derived from the bojagi, a square-shaped traditional Korean wrapping cloth. While it contains various things, the bojagi does not impose any fixed order or form and also changes its own shape in accordance with what is contained inside. As an inclusive and flexible aesthetic form, therefore, the bojaginicelysuits Paik's endeavor to envisionthe "Global Village" and its transcultural communication through the lens of Korean traditional culture.
Within the context of Paik's postcolonial spirit deeply embedded in his formal innovation, however, it does not seem impertinent to suggest that his vision of satellite video art is informed and reimagined by Korean shamanism. It is noteworthy that a Korean spiritualistic medium called mudang takes center stage in Paik's satellite art. Global Groove(1973) features a mudang or female shaman, and in Wrapping Around the World, Paik himself plays the role of a male shaman. As a shamanistic medium, the mudang mediates among people, between people and gods, and between the dead and the living, thus restoring a sense of wholeness or harmony in the universe. In addition, a mudang is a mystic, fortune-teller, doctor and pharmacist, priest, dancer, and singer, all rolled into one. Hence the idea of mudang as a versatile and all-around medium appears perfectlywell-suited to Paik's postcolonial mimicry that strives to reconfigure Wagner's comprehensive musical form through his own satellite video art. Furthermore, given that historically shamans were demonized by Western Christian missionaries and driven underground during Japanese colonial rule, Paik's foregrounding of the mudang in his multimedia work can be seen as another postcolonial endeavor to recuperate and galvanize Korean cultural traditions in transcoding Western art forms. In this sense it is quite plausible that Paik conceives of his satellite video art as a kind of Korean shamanistic ritual, in which he transfigures himself into a postcolonial medium who appropriates Western modern music and postmodern multimedia while performing his transformative ritual that connects different parts of the globe.
III. CONCLUSION: TOWARDS A NEW HERMENEUTICS
In view of Paik's critical appropriation of postmodern multimedia from the perspective of a postcolonial medium, as well as his "bastardization" of the West's modern and postmodern music, it is neither sufficient nor adequate to characterize his formal innovations as another prototypical expression of ahistorical postmodernism.Rather, if Paik's video art is "the art form par excellence of late capitalism" as Fredric Jameson astutely observes in his trailblazing magnum opus, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism [13] , it is in no way because his art form is oblivious to history. To the contrary, it is precisely because his artistic peregrinations register and lay bare the convoluted and even contradictory historical processes involved in the making of the present historical conjuncture. In other words, grounded in Paik's minority position within the cultural terrains of postimperial Japan and the modern and postmodern West, his innovative video art symptomatically inscribes the overdetermined and multilayered histories of colonialism, modernization, postmodernism, postcoloniality, and globalization into its palimpsestic form. With respect to Paik's originality as a visionary, American video artist Bill Viola remarks, "He really had a vision of the artist being part of the worldwide cultural network. It was totally before the web. The world we are living in right now is his world. He visualized that. He was the pioneer" [14] . Indeed, he was the pioneer: his multimedia narrative provides us with an intricate mapping of a global network society in which a host of related questions about modernity and coloniality and their lingering postwar legacies still remain inextricably interwoven and unresolved. His video narrative, in its form and content, visualizes such entangled histories of the contemporary world as well as his entanglement in those histories. Our reevaluation of Paik's work, therefore, should call vigilant attention to this historical complexity of his art form.As a way to do justice to Paik's palimpsestic work and to understand the complex histories of our contemporary globalizing world, we have yet to come up with a new hermeneutics that can account for the intertwining of his postmodern multimedia work and his postcolonial imagination.
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